Your orthodontic instruments should not only be reliable, but an extension of the expertise and quality treatment you give your patients. Luno instruments deliver dependable performance and a premium experience representative of your skills as an orthodontic practitioner. These beautiful, high-quality American-forged instruments are made with corrosion-resistant steel and tested beyond industry standards.

**AMERICAN FORGED QUALITY**
Luno is meticulously crafted using the highest quality American-forged steel to effectively prevent corrosion. Each Luno instrument is hand-tested beyond industry standards for quality, ensuring impeccable functionality and durability.

**SLEEK TWO-TONE FINISH**
Luno’s signature two-tone finish represents the attention to detail and quality found in each and every instrument.

**SMOOTH, FLUSH JOINT**
The flush orbit joint found on each Luno instrument is designed to keep debris out of the joint and ensure consistent performance.

**ERGONOMIC DESIGN**
Luno’s ergonomic design is ideal for both you and your patients. Each instrument is not too big, not too small, and has a smooth polished surface. Luno provides optimum comfort while in the hand and in the patient’s mouth.

**LASER ENGRAVED**
Lot numbers engraved on each instrument assist in quality control, and applicable wire sizes ensure that you have the right instrument for the right job, every time.

**ALL LUNO INSTRUMENTS COME WITH A 10 YEAR WARRANTY.**

*US Patent #D748,261*
Cutters

Luno cutters are engineered with an inserted tool steel blade, delivering a precise cutting edge for dependable performance.
Luno's dependable, long lasting pliers allow you to bend wire with confidence. The smooth-finished tips deliver precision bending every time, and help prevent wire scoring.
OMEGA LOOP FORMING PLIERS

Max capacity: .020 x .025

Precise Omega loops in square and rectangular wire. Beveled edges prevent scoring and nicking. For forming .045, .060, and .075 loops.

LINGUAL ARCH FORMING PLIERS

Max capacity: .036

Designed to form terminal double-back and triple-back bends in .030 and .036 lingual arch wires.

V-BENDING PLIERS

Max capacity: .022 x .025

Create permanent centerline and anti-shift gable bend in any wire, including nickel titanium wire.

UTILITY PLIERS

Luno’s high-quality utility pliers deliver the versatility you need for any job.
AMERICAN FORGED INSTRUMENTS

ADHESIVE REMOVING PLIERS

001-017395

Designed to easily remove adhesive remnants after debonding appliances. The stainless steel tip glides across the surface of the tooth using the counterforce of the interchangeable plastic pad to safely remove excess bonding material from enamel.

LONG BEAK POSTERIOR BAND REMOVING PLIERS

001-017397

Ideal for posterior band removal. The padded tip rests on the occlusal of the molar cusp. Designed for better accessibility to distal area.

REPLACEMENT PAD

001-017399   1/4” Heat sterilizable

RADIANCE PLUS™ BRACKET DEBONDING PLIERS

001-017403

This instrument is uniquely designed to debond the Radiance Plus™ bracket. To debond, the tips should grasp each bracket under the tie wing while applying a constant pressure. Gently move the angle of the instrument toward the occlusal or gingival of the tooth until the bracket debonds.

REPLACEMENT TIPS (2 tips, 2 screws & 1 wrench)

001-025385

Sterilize using autoclave

CERAMIC BRACKET (SUSHI) DEBONDING PLIERS

001-017404

Unique debonding instrument is specially designed for removing ceramic brackets. Place debonding blades along the enamel/adhesive interface, squeeze slowly until bracket releases from tooth. Should be used mesial-distal or occlusal-gingival.

LINGUAL BRACKET DEBONDING PLIERS

001-017404

Designed to remove lingual brackets and bite blocks. The unique design allows for easy and comfortable debonding.

SPECIALTY PLIERS

Luno's specialty instruments provide excellent control and versatility, while still delivering the strength and quality performance you demand.